RESOLUTION NO. ________

TO RESTRICT/PROHIBIT THE CONSUMPTION OF BEER IN PUBLIC PARKS OR RECREATION AREAS IN _________ COUNTY

WHEREAS, Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 5-5-127, authorizes county legislative bodies to prohibit or restrict the consumption of beer in public parks or recreation areas which are not within the corporate boundaries of a municipality; and

WHEREAS, the county legislative body of _________ County deems that it is in the best interest of the county to establish guidelines to [restrict the consumption of beer] -or- [prohibit the consumption of beer] in public parks or recreation areas which are not within the corporate boundaries of a municipality.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the county legislative body of _________ County meeting in _________ session at _________, Tennessee, on this the _____ day of ________________, 20__, that:

SECTION 1. The consumption of beer in public parks or recreation areas which are not within the corporate boundaries of a municipality in _________ County is hereby prohibited.

- or -

SECTION 1. The consumption of beer in public parks or recreation areas which are not within the corporate boundaries of a municipality in _________ County is hereby restricted to the following time periods:

SECTION 2. A violation of this Resolution shall upon conviction be a misdemeanor.

SECTION 3. This Resolution shall take effect upon passage, the public welfare requiring it.

Passed this _____ day of ________________, 20__.

APPROVED: ________________________________ ATTEST: ________________________________

County Mayor County Clerk